
Introduction 
Only two other Hollywood directors could match 
John Ford for the length of their careers and the 
number of films produced. Allan Dwan (1885-
1981) and Raoul Walsh (1887-1980) were just as 
prolific but they didn’t achieve the same box 
office highs and industry recognition achieved by 
Ford (1894-1973). 

Ford has been the subject of several scholarly 
studies. One of the major Ford scholars, Tag 
Gallagher, of similar Irish-American heritage, has 
usefully divided Ford’s career into several distinct 
periods. In 1936 (when he had already been in 
Hollywood for nearly 20 years), Ford had just won 
his first ‘Best Director’ Oscar for The Informer, a 
story set during the Irish struggle for full 
independence in 1922. From this point on,  

Gallagher describes Ford’s output up to 1947 as 
his period of ‘Idealism’.  

During this remarkable period of his life Ford 
made some of the most popular and most 
celebrated films in American history including two 
adaptations of socially-conscious novels, The 
Grapes of Wrath (1940) and How Green Was My 
Valley (1941), that won him two further ‘Best 
Director Oscars’. In all he directed 17 features 
during this period, including classics such as 
Stagecoach and Young Mr. Lincoln (both 1939) 
and My Darling Clementine (1946). Ford’s leading 
man was often Henry Fonda, star of four of the 
titles listed here. Fonda was an intense young 
actor generally associated with ‘progressive’ 
ideas. Ford’s work was mainly ‘serious’ and he 
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even attempted two brilliantly-staged ‘art films’ in 
The Long Voyage Home (1940) and The Fugitive 
(1947). All of this is remarkable, yet for three years 
Ford gave up Hollywood and went to war, 
heading a Naval Photography Unit. With this unit 
he produced a series of documentaries and 
training films as well as important reconnaissance 
footage. His war work produced two further 
Oscars. 

In 1948, however, John Ford, as the leading 
American filmmaker with great prestige attached 
to his body of work, changed direction. Gallagher 
refers to Ford’s next production period as his time 
of ‘Myth’ which ran on throughout the 1950s. The 
first film produced in 1948 signified the change in 
several different ways and Fort Apache is our 
focus film for this event.  

Ford and Myth 
Andrew Sarris, one of the leading American film 
critics of the 1960s and 1970s declared: 

“From Fort Apache on, Ford’s films seem 
to have abandoned the Tradition of 
Quality for a Cult of Personality.” (Sarris: 
1976).  

This charge was repeated by other critics. In the 
late 1940s, film criticism in both the US and 
Europe was heavily influenced by Italian neo-
realism and the ‘social film’ of various kinds, often 
dealing with the aftermath of war. Ford who 
should (in their eyes) have been the champion of 
this kind of cinema had gone in the opposite 
direction. 

What had he done? In the first instance, Ford had 
to make money. He had earned nothing during 
his war service and when he finally received a fee 
for They Were Expendable in 1945 he donated it 
to a US Navy charity. His newly formed company, 
Argosy Pictures, lost a sizeable sum on the 
Mexican-set The Fugitive in 1947. Now he needed 
a box office winner and so he turned back to the 
Western. Ford’s career in the 1910s began with 
Westerns and he had to some extent revived the 
genre as a potentially prestigious form with 
Stagecoach and My Darling Clementine, but Fort 
Apache would be something different. 

Sarris was certainly accurate in tagging these next 
pictures as ‘personal’. In making them, Ford 
developed a new stock company, a group of 
actors who would not only appear in several Ford 
pictures but would also become part of a Fordian 
community in Hollywood and perhaps be invited 
to join Ford on his ocean-going yacht the Araner. 

‘Community’ was a key word for the films that 
followed – and in many cases this would be a form 
of military community or one organised on similar 
lines where concepts of loyalty, honour and duty 
could be explored. These communities would be 
located in America’s history. Fort Apache was the 
first of a loose 7th Cavalry trilogy set during the 
‘Indian Wars’ of the 1870s. There would be a 
further three cavalry pictures as well as other 
Westerns and most of these narratives would 
involve one or more of Ford’s personal concerns – 
Irish-American history, the aftermath of the Civil 
War, African-American history and Native 
American history.  

All of this sounds fine but Ford wanted to explore 
these topics at a time when the US was still 
segregated and the treatment of Native 
Americans in Westerns was degrading. We may 
watch these films today and be shocked by what 
Ford depicts and wonder why he seems to 
celebrate the American Imperial project. He was a 
patriotic American but he wanted to show 
Americans how their history had been made and 
to understand the uncomfortable truth about 
contemporary American ideologies. This is where 
the idea of Myth comes in – more on this later! 

1948  was a dangerous time in Hollywood as the 
HUAC (House Committee on Un-American 
Activities) investigations were underway. The 
‘Hollywood 10’ had been blacklisted by the 
studios because they had been convicted of  
‘Contempt of Congress’ for refusing to answer 
questions about membership of the Communist 
Party. Hollywood was rife with ‘Commie-bashing’ 
and organised groups of Hollywood personnel 
set themselves up to expose ‘Reds’. Prominent 
among the actors taking this line were Ward Bond 
and later John Wayne and Maureen O’Hara. All 
three were important members of Ford’s stock 
company. Cecil B. DeMille attempted to force 
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members of the Director’s Guild to sign a loyalty 
oath. His plan was then to send a list of those who 
declined to sign to the studios. Ford was a major 
figure in the Guild and he successfully opposed 
DeMille over blacklisting, but his own politics 
were often seen as contradictory. He joined the 
anti-communist grouping of the Motion Picture 
Alliance, but not the blacklist. 

Like many great artists John Ford was a strange 
and sometimes very unpleasant man. He treated 
actors and some other personnel very badly, 
often humiliating them, playing horrible practical 
jokes and using all kinds of tricks to produce the 
performances he wanted. Some actors worked for 
him once and never came back. But many more, 
and certainly all the members of his stock 
company, were intensely loyal and seemed to 
thrive on his harsh treatment, returning time and 
again to be insulted but also to produce what 
they thought was the finest work they ever 
achieved. 

Ford had left school and then his local university 
after only a few weeks to head for Hollywood 
where his brother Francis was already a star actor. 
He claimed to be just a ‘director of Westerns’ but 
he was a knowledgeable man who could get by in 
several languages and he rose to the rank of Rear-
Admiral in the US Naval Reserve. Film scholars like 
Tag Gallagher and Gilberto Perez embraced 
Ford’s later work and, today, Ford tends to be 
remembered for the films after 1948 rather than 
those before that date. The best example of this is 
the current status of The Searchers (1956). 

Fort Apache: background and production 
Ford also changed his usual screenwriter in 1948, 
beginning a long relationship with Frank S. 
Nugent who was commissioned to write a script 
based on one of three short stories by James 
Warner Bellah that appeared in The Saturday 
Evening Post in 1947. Bellah’s story ‘Massacre’ 
deals with an incident which seems to refer to the 
real event of ‘Custer’s Last Stand’ in 1876 but 
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which features instead Lt-Colonel Owen Thursday. 
He is sent to Fort Apache as its new commanding 
officer in a move that he sees as a slight after he 
loses his Civil War rank of General (a standard 
practice in the American military to create ‘field 
ranks’ which are not permanent). 

Nugent and Ford use the core of Bellah’s story but 
also tend to move characters around across the 
three stories which became Ford’s trilogy. 
(Custer’s death and those of other characters is 
revealed in a report that features in the second 
film, She Wore a Yellow Ribbon in 1949.) Ford’s 
objective appears to be to expose the class and 
‘caste’ divisions in the US military so that when 
Thursday is on his 
way by 
stagecoach to 
Fort Apache he is 
accompanied by 
his daughter 
Philadelphia, a 16 
year-old with 
great vitality 
played by Shirley 
Temple. The first 
person she 
engages with at a 
staging post is 
the young 2nd Lt 
O’Rourke (John 
Agar), fresh from 
West Point with 
Fort Apache as 
his first posting.  

Thursday is immediately disapproving as 
O’Rourke is both Irish and the son of an enlisted 
man – and therefore unsuitable as a possible 
partner for Philadelphia. The irony of this is that 
military protocol which took away Thursday’s 
temporary rank at the end of the Civil War also 
includes the ruling that a decorated NCO from 
the war has the right to send his son to West Point. 
O’Rourke’s father is now the Sergeant Major at 
Fort Apache, along with several other Irish-
American soldiers. Gallagher points out that 
Thursday is an upper class WASP from Boston, 
someone who the Irish Catholic John Ford (from 

Portland, Maine) would see as the worst possible 
kind of American. 

Once we get to Fort Apache it is soon clear that 
Ford will be offering us an almost ‘procedural’ film 
about life at the fort and all the aspects of 
protocol and honour. Many of these come to the 
fore in the formal dances staged at crucial points 
in the narrative. In several scenes we see the stiff 
and formal Thursday doing what protocol 
demands but through gritted teeth and with little 
sense of camaraderie or even human warmth. 
Ford’s genius is to cast Henry Fonda against type 
as Thursday and to put him up against John 
Wayne as Captain Kirby York, the officer who has 

been in charge of 
the troops ‘in the 
field’ before 
Thursday’s arrival. 
There is also 
Captain 
Collingwood 
(George O’Brien) 
who is waiting to 
be transferred 
back East and is 
currently holding 
the administrative 
reins at the fort. 

Fort Apache is 
still Fonda’s film 
in that his is the 
central role, but 
the film marks the 

shift from Fonda to Wayne (who gets top-billing). 
Over the next few films after Fort Apache, Wayne 
will become Ford’s go-to leading man and Fonda 
will appear only once more. There are several 
ways in which to interpret Ford’s shift. The 
simplest is to recognise that Ford had moved 
away from the kinds of films he made with Fonda 
and that Wayne (who had broken through in ‘A’ 
pictures with Stagecoach for Ford) was someone 
who ‘fitted’ the kinds of films Ford now wanted to 
make – and who could be moulded by Ford.  

The most important distinction between Wayne 
and Fonda in Fort Apache is the ease with which 
Wayne moves and holds his body and the way he 
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speaks. There is a sense in which Fonda ‘acts’ his 
part whereas Wayne just slips into his, like putting 
on an old coat or a well-worn pair of shoes. I hope 
that we can spend some time discussing this 
difference. It refers to that old argument that 
Wayne couldn’t act, but still became the biggest 
box office draw in American cinema over a very 
long period. Clearly he could do something! 

Ford and the Western 
Ford had made many Westerns, mostly shorter B 
features until his 1924 epic The Iron Horse about 
the building of the trans-continental railway. But 
Westerns in the early part of the studio era always 
struggled to be taken seriously as prestige ‘A’ 
pictures. When Ford returned to the genre with 
Stagecoach and then later My Darling 
Clementine, the films did garner attention and it 
seemed that Ford had found new ways to develop 
Western narratives. 

In the late 1940s, Westerns were still being made 
cheaply by the smaller studios as B pictures and 
programme-fillers. They were shot quickly on 
ranches owned by the studios and located 
relatively close to Hollywood in the California hills.  
(This type of production moved to TV in the 
1950s.) Ford operated differently and he had two 
favourite locations, one was close to the isolated 

small town of Moab in South-East Utah and the 
other is further south in Monument Valley on the 
border between Utah and Arizona. It is the latter 
that has become iconic, featuring in most of 
Ford’s Westerns, whether they are set in Texas 
(e.g. The Searchers, 1956) or further North or East 
(as in Cheyenne Autumn, 1964). 

Ford gathered Western histories, journalism, 
photographs and paintings. He wanted a certain 
degree of authenticity. In Monument Valley he 
developed a strong relationship with the Navajo 
Nation, who call themselves the Diné (‘The 
People’). The Navajo Reservation is the largest in 
the US at 15,000 square miles and Ford decided 
to build his sets in Monument Valley. He 
employed Navajo workers to build and maintain 
the sets and to service the productions. He 
recruited Navajo as actors in his Westerns – they 
played other Native Americans as necessary, so 
we can assume the ‘Apache’ in Fort Apache are 
actually Navajo. 

Ford’s relationship with his Navajo workers 
appears to follow his behaviour with many other 
groups. He rarely credited their performances 
and usually they didn’t have dialogue. He often 
cast a variety of non-Native Americans as the 
chiefs who negotiate with the whites (sometimes 
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he employed known actors from other Nations 
such as Chief John Big Tree, a Seneca from New 
York state in She Wore a Yellow Ribbon). In Fort 
Apache, Cochise the Apache leader is played by 
the leading Mexican actor, Miguel Inclán who had 
appeared in Ford’s previous film, set in Mexico, 
The Fugitive. This allowed Ford to stage 
conversations in Spanish between Cochise and 
Sgt. Beaufort (Pedro Armendáriz, one of the stars 
of The Fugitive). If these points seem to suggest 
that Ford exploited the Navajo, it should be 
pointed out that he was granted the status of 
‘Natani Nez’ or ‘tall leader’ by the core group of 
some 50 Navajo who should be considered as an 
outer wing of Ford’s stock company. He is also 
said to have organised aid through his 
connections in the 
US military when 
the people on the 
reservation were 
starving during a 
particularly harsh 
winter. In one film, 
Wagonmaster 
(1950), Navajo 
actors use their own 
language as part of 
the script but this 
was rare. 

Fort Apache is 
actually not about 
the Apache, but 
about the fort and 
its melodrama. 
Apart from the negotiations with Cochise, the 
Apache have no dialogue and their eventual 
attack on the cavalry is the result of treachery by 
Thursday. They represent the threat to the fort, but 
Ford represents them without negative images as 
such.  In Ford’s other Westerns, including the two 
other films in the trilogy, there is more direct and 
personal conflict with Native American leaders 
and a variety of forms of warfare. Even the three 
parts of the cavalry trilogy depict the conflict in 
different ways. 

Community, Family and the Stock Company 
In the 1990s it became commonplace to refer to 
examples of ‘intertextuality’ in films (and TV ads 

and other forms) as part of ‘postmodernism’. 
Intertextuality describes the ways in which we can 
understand aspects of a ‘text’, a film, through the 
way it references other films. One obvious way in 
which this happens is in the way actors, both ‘star 
actors’ and ‘character actors’ are cast in particular 
roles.  We can’t watch John Wayne or Henry 
Fonda on screen without in some way imbuing 
the character with some of the attributes of the 
other characters that they have played. Fonda in 
Fort Apache is an interesting example because he 
is playing ‘against type’ and this challenges us to 
think about his role. (However, someone once 
asked Peter Fonda what Henry was like as a father 
when Peter was growing up. Peter would ask the 
interviewer if they had seen Fort Apache.) 

In a John Ford film, 
the use of actors, 
along with the use 
of Monument Valley 
and of music and 
cinematography 
evokes other Ford 
films on several 
levels. Ford’s 
casting developed 
into a use of a very 
personal form of 
‘stock company’. 
The concept of a 
stock company 
comes from 
travelling or 
repertory theatre 

companies (some of which travelled the Western 
frontier in the 1870s/80s). These companies 
performed several plays in a ‘rolling programme’ 
in which an actor would perform a similar role in 
each play, becoming ‘typed’ for the role – as an 
ingenue, a grand dame, a villain, a young fool etc. 

Hollywood directors often used a form of stock 
company during the studio period, partly as a 
function of contracted actors and directors with 
groups working together on similar films in 
specific production units. John Ford worked 
slightly outside this system, able to have more 
control over casting, especially in the late 1940s 
with his own company, Argosy. But he went 
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further than most in developing a stock company. 
Not only did he he work with the same actors 
across several films, but many of the actors were 
very close to him and to each other, sometimes 
directly related.  

We could go through the cast list of Fort Apache 
and list all the connections but it would take a 
very long time. Let’s just focus on a few figures. In 
the opening sequence the guard on the 
stagecoach, who will later make spectacular use 
of the spittoon in the staging post, is Ford’s older 
brother Francis. It was Francis, an actor-director, 
who helped Ford make his way the industry in the 
1910s. In the stagecoach is Fonda, the lead in five 
previous Ford pictures, and Shirley Temple who 
Ford had directed in Wee Willie Winkie (1937), 
based on a Kipling story about the British army in 
India. Ford had been won over by the child actor’s 
professionalism. When she meets Lt. O’Rourke 
she was meeting her husband John Agar who she 
had married in 1945.  

When the sergeants arrive from the fort, their 
leader is Victor McLaglen, Temple’s co-star in Wee 
Willie Winkie and arguably the most important 
lead actor for Ford in the 1930s. In the cavalry 
trilogy, McLaglen plays variations on the same 
drunken Irish sergeant role and embodies several 
of Ford’s favourite fantasies about the men in his 
own family. But McLaglen was not Irish, he was 
Scottish. Alongside McLaglen as one of the other 
sergeants is a Ford regular Jack Pennick, who 
appeared in more than 30 films for Ford mostly in 
small parts. When the action moves to the fort we 
meet Mrs O’Rourke, played by Irene Rich, who 
had been a Ford leading lady way back in 1921. 
She hadn’t worked with him since but he knew 
about her work with Harry Carey and Will Rogers, 
two of Ford’s influential friends. 

When Ford started to work with Wayne he 
suggested that Wayne should look at Harry 
Carey’s films from the 1920s when he was a major 
star of Westerns. Wayne modelled himself on 
Carey. For his next cavalry picture Ford then 
recruited Harry Carey Jr. who became part of the 
stock company. Thus the stock company 
replenished itself. What should be obvious is that 
a Ford shoot was unusual in many ways. Most of 

the cast knew Ford and he knew them. This could 
produce an emotional sense of family and 
community but it could also mean a sense of 
looseness, something which some critics picked 
up on, suggesting Ford was slipshod in putting 
scenes together. The family ‘feel’ is also linked to 
the broad comedy and brawling which is another 
major negative for Ford’s critics. 

The military community that Ford represents is 
historically accurate in many ways. Irish-
Americans, some relatively recent immigrants, did 
form a significant part of the cavalry and in Fort 
Apache there are also German immigrant 
soldiers. African-Americans in the cavalry were 
segregated in separate troops. Just as Ford 
struggled with how to represent Native Americans 
he didn’t properly place African-American 
cavalrymen, the so-called Buffalo Soldiers in his 
films until Sergeant Rutledge in 1960. 

Ford is also a major figure in what some scholars 
have described as the ‘feminisation’ of the 
Western. This simply means that Ford’s interest in 
family and community meant that his Westerns 
always included at least one and usually two or 
more leading roles for women. These were roles 
that were not ‘token’ but had specific ‘active’ 
functions within the narrative. There are three 
such roles in Fort Apache. 

Cinematography and Music 
Initially, Ford had envisioned Fort Apache in 
Technicolor but his partner Merian C. Cooper 
persuaded him to save money and he decided to 
make the film in black and white. In the event, 
some critics have suggested that it was more 
appropriate for the ‘sombre story’. She Wore a 
Yellow Ribbon was made in Technicolor and that 
film does indeed seem somehow more suited to 
colour. 

The main cinematographer was Archie Stout who 
was working with Ford for the first time. (William 
Clothier was on second unit.) Stout had long 
experience shooting B Westerns. His son had 
worked for Ford in his wartime photographic unit, 
being decorated posthumously after D-Day, so 
Stout was part of the ‘family’. Stout shot on infra-
red stock which McBride (2001) argues allowed 
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“sculptural lighting of men on horseback and 
striking cloud and dust effects”. Ford was very 
fond of the ‘Western painters’ Frederic 
Remington, Charles M. Russell and Charles 
Schreyvogel and their paintings influenced the 
visual representations of the cavalry on the move 
in all three films of the trilogy, though the colours 
only appeared in Yellow Ribbon. 

Ford’s musical choices were always important and 
for the trilogy he went for folk songs, and popular 
songs of the period as well as marching songs. 
Fort Apache is notable for its formal dances and 
cavalry anthems but by the time of Rio Grande 
(1950) Ford had discovered the Sons of the 
Pioneers, the Western singing group first noticed 
with Roy Rogers. The lead singer, Ken Curtis at 
that point, eventually married Ford’s daughter and 
became part of the stock company. Ford also 
insisted that the accordionist Danny Borzage was 
always on set to play during his productions and 
in Fort Apache he is part of the group with Dick 

Foran serenading Mrs Collingwood with ‘Sweet 
Genevieve’.  

Fort Apache might be relatively short of action 
sequences but the narrative fairly rattles along 
with the procedural sequences and the romance/
family melodrama each complete with humour 
and music. Gallagher is surely correct in claiming 
that this whole period of Ford’s filmmaking is 
“distinguished by the vitality of its invention at 
every level of cinema, but with particular intensity 
in montage, motion and music”. 

Myth and Legend 
In this section I need to analyse the final scenes of 
the film in detail. So SPOILER! If you haven’t yet 
seen the film and don’t want to know the ending, 
stop reading until you have seen the last ten 
minutes. 

Thursday leads his men into a suicidal 
confrontation with Cochise. Captain York and  Lt. 
O’Rourke are spared but many of the other lead 
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characters are killed. A year or two later, Colonel 
York is now in command of the fort and hosting a 
group of journalists before he sets out with a 
troop in pursuit of Geronimo. In response to their 
questions York praises Thursday as a great soldier 
and a journalist tells him that Thursday is now a 
‘legend’ for every schoolboy in America. Another 
journalist remarks that we remember the 
Thursdays but not the men who serve such 
leaders. York disagrees with him and makes a 
speech about the ordinary soldier who is not 
gone but lives on, in spirit, with the regiment. 
When York leaves his office he introduces the 
journalists to the family of his adjutant, Lt. 
O’Rourke with its newest member, baby Michael 
Thursday O’Rourke. York then dons a kepi and 
neck cloth as worn by Thursday and leads his 
troop off with Thursday’s anthem ‘The Girl I Left 
Behind Me’ on the soundtrack. 

How do we explain this bizarre sequence of 
events? What makes York and young O’Rourke 
praise Thursday when a natural reaction would be 
to either denounce him or at least to quietly let his 
deeds pass from history? The answer is that in 
terms of family and the military community, both 
these options would be damaging towards the 
institution as well as the individuals within them. 

Thursday’s charge has become part of the 
mythology of the frontier. Myth has two meanings 
in common parlance. First it describes the 
traditional stories of ancient civilisations which 
explain the origins of communities or the 
meanings of certain words – but which often 
include supernatural beings and events. More 
broadly, myths are simply things that are widely 
believed but which under investigation are 
proved unlikely to be ‘true’. 

In academic disciplines, myths have a slightly 
different meaning and in societies which are 
‘modern’ rather than ‘ancient’, myths are 
associated not with supernatural events but with 
more recent events which are often supported by 
what can appear as more reliable indicators. 
Media technologies are capable of capturing and 
solidifying stories to be reproduced and the 
cinema from the 1890s onwards has become one 
of the most potent myth-making machines. The 

Western has provided one of the most powerful 
forces for ‘myth-making’ in North America (and by 
extension, around the world in states with similar 
geography and history) and John Ford is one of 
the most important creators of Western films. It is 
not surprising then that one of the best known 
quotes from film history comes from a scene at 
the end of one of Ford’s last films, The Man Who 
Shot Liberty Valance (1962). 

In this later film, an elderly man visits a small town 
for the funeral of a local man forgotten by the 
townspeople. In a long flashback of thirty years or 
more we see what really happened during an 
incident that eventually made the now elderly 
man famous and important. Because of his 
importance the local newspaper editor has come 
to the funeral but when he learns the about the 
whole story and the old man asks if he will print 
the facts, he says:  

“This is the West, sir. When the legend 
becomes fact, print the legend.” 

But of course, Ford has done the opposite, just as 
he did in Fort Apache. He has revealed to us what 
actually happened, but he has also suggested 
why it happened and challenged us to think 
about the difference between fact and legend 
and what that difference might mean about the 
both American history and contemporary society. 

‘Legend’, by the way, derives from ‘reading the 
story’ (originally the stories about Saints) and 
more generally signals that the myth has become 
rendered in a form that can be physically 
represented as something to be read. 

Ford might be forgotten or unknown by 
audiences in the UK, especially younger 
audiences, but the myths embodied (and 
undermined) in his films remain of great 
importance.  

One last point: James Warner Bellah was a 
scriptwriter on The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance. 
Joseph McBride tells us that when Frank Nugent 
wrote the cavalry trilogy scripts, based on Bellah’s 
stories, he discovered that Bellah was a white 
supremacist and a clear racist. Nugent, from an 
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Irish and Jewish background, took out most of 
Bellah’s racial slurs, leaving only what was 
necessary for conflict in the narrative. In 2020 with 
Black Lives Matter in the US it is worth 
remembering a statement by one of the major 
figures in African-American history, W. E. B. 
DuBois, who wrote in 1903: “The problem of the 
twentieth century is the problem of the color line”. 

The trilogy 
The second title in the unofficial trilogy, She Wore 
a Yellow Ribbon (1949), is also on iPlayer at the 
moment and offers a different kind of story with 
John Wayne as a different character. The third 
film, Rio Grande (1950) was not distributed by 
RKO and is not on iPlayer. However, you can see a 
different kind of Ford Western with a more 
positive ‘myth’ at its centre – Wagon Master (1950) 
which is on iPlayer. We’ll look at some of these 
other Ford Westerns in the presentation. 
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